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ABSTRACT
The calculation of optimum development and exposure
for color separation mask has long been a problem for the
color separator. Today this problem is somewhat minimized
through the use of mini-computers which utilize mathemati
cal models in their programming. This thesis examines an
alternative method of solving for optimum development speed
and exposure conditions.
The alternative tested was the use of contour
plotting to predict a development and exposure time which
would yield a predetermined mask number and A-B range.
The process which the tests were conducted against was
silver masking using three-aim-point control in contact
conditions. This thesis describes in detail a simple
step-by- step method to sample, record, and plot contour
curves for given sets of mask numbers and A-B ranges.
When completed, these plots or graphs literally provide a
map whereby the user can reasonably predict the results
of his future mask -making attempts.
This method was tested by students during a summer
class in Advanced Color Reproduction at the Rochester
Institute of Technology. The students were able to
perform the darkroom work, measure resulting mask values,
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and complete the plotting of curves with only a few hours
of instruction. Upon completion of the contours, they
evaluated them for accuracy of predictability. The
positive results of those tests are presented in this
thesis .
Abstract Approval:
Thesis Advisor
Title and Department
Date
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INTRODUCTION
On a rooftop in New York City, explorer Commander
Perry, wearing his arctic clothing, posed for the cover
of Hampton ' s . Overhead the New York sun beat down while
color separators shot separation after separation. The
year was 1910. -1
Black magic, art, and craftmenship are all titles
which for years applied to a cameraman's ability to produce
a quality set of separations. This situation existed
until film technology stabilized, light sources became
more controllable than the sun and clouds, and until
standardization was introduced. Soon after darkrooms
began looking and operating more and more alike. Dark
room standards were set by film manufacturers through the
use of seminars, publications, and inplant training
programs. Film manufacturers found it impossible to
troubleshoot darkroom problems when each operation was
working with a different set of darkroom variables.
About that same time, densitometry and the use of densi
tometers took darkroom decision-making from the subjective
to the objective.
Even today with standard densitometers, sophis
ticated cameras, and processors, the calculation of
2optimum exposures is still a balance of skill and luck.
To a novice color separator, his first challenge usually
comes with calculating development and exposures for masks.
The author, after finally achieving his first good set
of masks, spent days trying to figure out how he did it.
Today is the age of computers in the graphic arts.
General accounting and job pricing have been the tasks
of computers in many print shops for some time. In the
last ten years the computer, particularly the mini com
puter, has made tremendous achievements into areas of
darkroom control. What prompted computer use was simple
economics. Material cost and wages are going up daily.
In one article about new equipment, the author wrote:
. . . A modern plant without computers has
become inconceivable the computer is not
only carrying out extensive and complex
calculations in scientific research, but
also executing tasks which only a short
time ago hardly needed any calculation at
all, as for instance in photography in
general and in the graphic sector in par
ticular. 2
The author was correct. A modern production facility today
operating without some applicatin of computers in control
ling exposure and development is inconceivable. Without
question, the mini computer will control more of tomor
row's darkrooms at an even lower investment. But will
they teach the student and novice cameraman the inter
actions which take place between darkroom variables?
This thesis explores one method of exposure and
development calculation which can either be developed
into computer software logic or developed into graphic
plots usable in controlling darkroom operations. This
thesis focuses primarily on the latter.
Statement of the Problem
Computerization and automation of darkrooms is
the answer to improving productivity and increasing profit
dollars, but is it the only answer to exposure calculation?
The answer, of course, is no. The calculations
the computer goes through are only mathematical equations.
If you or I had the time we could perform the same math
and achieve the same answer.
Time is money, as they say. Few employers would
allow their cameraman to spend hours calculating his next
exposure time, assuming the employee understood some
advanced algebra or calculus.
Is there a way to calculate exposures without the
complicated equations or a computer? Yes, there are methods
available. Organizations like Kodak and DuPont have made
available to their film users calculation aids such as
slide-rule type calculators, graphs, and charts. One
example is shown in table 1.
Kodak's approach to exposure calculation, as
shown in table 1, is still very subjective. This is
understandable if you realize that those tables will be
TABLE 1
KODAK CORRECTION GUIDE FOR TRANSPARENCY MASKS
MASK CORRECTIONS
IF
MASK
NUMBER
IS
ANO
A-B
Range
IS
LOW
LOW CORRECT
HIGH
LOW
CORRECT CORRECT
HIGH
Increase development time to increase the
A-B range.
It the Mask Number is only slightly low, no
exposure change is needed. The increased
development will raise the Mask Number
slightly.
II the Mask Number is very low, increase
exposure time slightly.
Increase eiposure time to raise the Mask
Number. It ypu use a very large exposure
increase, decreasedevelopment time slightly
to Hold the A-B range constant.
Increase eiposure time to raise the Mask
Number.
Decrease development time to decrease
the A-B range.
Increase development time to increase the
A-B range. This development increase will
also tend to raise the Mask Number. De
crease exposure time slightly to hold the
Mask Number constant.
No change necessary.
Decrease development time to decrease
the A-B range. Since decreased develop
ment will tend to lower the Mask Number
you may need to increase exposure time
slightly to hold the Mask Number constant.
IF
MASK
NUMBER
IS
AND
A-B
Range
IS
HIGH
LOW
CORRECT
HIGH
Decrease exposure time to lower the Mask
Number.
Increase development time to increase the
A-B range.
Decrease the exposure time to lower the
Mask Number. It you use a very large
exposure decrease, you may need to in
crease development time slightly to hold
the A-B range constant.
Decrease development time to decrease the
A-B range.
it the Mask Number is only slightly high,
this development decrease will also tend
to correct the Mask Number.
If the Mask Number is very high, decrease
exposure time slightly.
ROUGH GUIOE TO ADJUSTMENTS
A change of 5 percent m exposure time will change the Mask
Number by approximately 0.01.
A change of 3 percent in development time will change the A-B
range by approximately 0.02.
SOURCE: Kodak, Silver Masking of Transparencies,
Publication Q-7A, p. 14.
5used in hundreds of darkrooms each slightly different from
the other. In the pages just preceeding the tables in
Kodak Publication Q-7A, these two statements are made:
If the mask does not fall within these tolerance
ranges, it should be remade. Unacceptable aim
points indicate that either the procedure fol
lowed, or the exposure and processing conditions,
are different from those recommended.
The amount of adjustment in exposure and devel
opment to obtain a given correction in the mask
is affected by your own conditions. However,
as a rough guide . . .
3
Exposure aids like Kodak's are helpful; however,
some are more helpful than others. When they do fail,
it's usually because the darkroom conditions were not
those recommended. When aids like table 1 were developed,
the data used for their development was probably collected
from a model darkroom at a research facility. Relation
ship of exposure and development to the percent of change
in the final film density are characteristic of their
film, processor chemistry, and equipment in general.
The purpose of this thesis is to explore one
manual method of exposure and development calculation
which will allow for darkroom differences.
There are different methods of making separations,
with each having a number of steps and each step having
its own exposures. The general area of exposure calcula
tion is too broad to be covered by this piece of research.
This thesis will look at the first step in indirect color
separation: masking. The questions this thesis hopes
6to answer are:
a. how can exposure and development be calculated
for silver masking using three-aim-point control?
b. how can exposure and development be calculated
allowing for differences in darkroom conditions?
c. how can it be calculated simply and economically?
Hypothesis
Contour mapping of response surfaces can be used
to calculate optimum exposure and development conditions
for the photographic color correction mask using three-
aim-point control.
FOOTNOTES FOR INTRODUCTION
"Louis Walton Sipley, A Half Century of Color
(The Macmillan Company, New York, 1961), p. 41.
2 "The VSC System," AGFA-GEVAERT , p. 22.
3Kodak, Silver Masking of Transparencies, Publi
cation Q-7A, 1967, p. 15.
CHAPTER I
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
There has been no published research information
on response surface mapping used in conjunction with
exposure control in the graphic arts. However, informa
tion is available on the topics by themselves. The next
two sections look at contour maps and their usage and how
computers are used to calculate darkroom exposures.
Contour Mapping
If you have ever looked at a map depicting land
elevations, you know something about contour mapping. The
illustration shown below is one such example.
Figure 1. Contour Map of A 4,250-Ft. Mountain
Naturally the contour maps of mountains have little
to do with graphic arts, but the methods used to develop
such maps are not all that different from those used to
optimize conditions in manufacturing processes. The con
tour map in figure 2 shows the effect of time and tempera
ture on the Response Y. Y in this case might be, for
example, the density of high-carbon steel.
p 300 -
12 3 4
TIME (hrs)
Figure 2. Contours of Equal Response
for Y = Percent of Theoretical
.
Yield
The contour of eighty, in the steel example, shows
us all combinations of time and temperature which
will
result in a yield of eighty. In figure 1, the third
contour of the mountain, maps the path we must
follow if
we wish to hike at a two-thousand-foot
elevation.
The data used to develop the map of Mount Waterman
was collected by a team of surveyors. Various locations
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on the mountain were measured for altitudes. After a sig
nificant number of points were sampled, the data was turned
over to map makers. About the same thing occurred in the
development of Y contours. The surveyors were probably
chemists or metallurgists and the sampling was a series
of carefully chosen batch-testing points (see dots in
figure 2) .
Unlike mountains with their several peaks and
valleys, contour surfaces of the type in figure 2 generally
take the appearance of gently curved lines. J. Stuart
Hunter makes this comment about contours:
. . . It should be quickly appreciated that the
contours of a response surface having the
appearance of a mound or valley or rising ridge
can be represented by sets of concentric circles
or ellipses. Saddle-shaped responses will pro
duce contours having the appearance of hyper
bolas. Thus any response function whose true
contours take the appearance of gently curved
lines can be approximated over rather wide
regions by this second order model. There may
be of course multiple "hills and dale" response
surfaces with unusual breaks in overall smooth
ness. A second order model cannot be expected
to fit these responses.
Fortunately, most practical experience
indicates that these response surfaces are the
exception rather than the
rule.1
Hunter has made reference to second order models.
These models are equations. Figure 2's time and tempera
ture contours were plotted using an equation similar to
this one:
2 2
y = 95 + 3x,
- 2x? + 1.3x.. + . 5x - . 3x.. x
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In this equation, x1 would equal temperature and x time.
The equation is usually the end product of a regres
sion problem. With the equation, all one need do is plug
in the numbers, do a little math, and you have the answer.
So why do we need to plot contours? Hunter explains it
this way:
This picture of the form of the response function
over the region studied provides the experimenter
with a convenient sense of the nature of the
response function.2
Because of its importance, this next Hunter excerpt
is quoted, complete with contour maps that he references.
Experimenters are often required to describe
a response as a function of several controlled
variables over quite a wide range of these vari
ables. An empirical understanding of the rela
tionship is obtained if the experimenter can
actually construct the contour lines describing
the form of the response surface. For example,
there is a wealth of information made available
by the contour diagrams shown in Figures 11 and
12.
On other occasions an experimenter or devel
opment worker may be asked to find a region which
is optimum, not with respect to a single response,
but with respect to two or more responses con
sidered simultaneously . One interesting device
for finding points or regions that are optimum
with respect to several responses is to super
impose the contour diagrams of the responses.
For example, imagine the response illustrated by
the contours in Figure 11 indicate the yield of
product A, and the response illustrated in Figure
12 indicate the yield of some simultaneously
produced product B. By superimposing these two
contour diagrams, as shown in Figure 14, one can
determine the settings of time and temperature
which will simultaneously give, say, a yield of
90 for A and a yield of 80 for
B.3
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Figures 11, 12, and 14 Referred in
Hunter Quote
(Upper left, figure 11; upper right, figure 12,
and lower center, figure 14.)
Regression analysis was mentioned briefly. What
is it? We have all at some time wanted to predict or
understand the relationship between two or more variables,
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Regression analysis is the general name given to methods
of mathematically reducing data to equation form. To say
it another way, the end result of regression analysis is
a mathematical equation which describes the relationship
that exists between the variables tested.4
Computers and Exposure Calculation
The introduction made reference to the accomplish
ments computers have made in the darkroom. Computer usage
can be broken into two areas: automation and calculation.
We are only interested here in those which calculate.
"The Seiko 301 GAM Digital Computer: The Most
Powerful New Tool in the Graphic Arts Industry": this
was its billing while it was still on the market. GAM
took it off the market about 1974. One of the reasons
given was that people would not take the time to learn
how to- use it, and the GAM representative had other things
to do besides retraining week after week. The computer,
whether it was' marketable or not, did what the computer
calculators of today are doing.
GAM modified the 301 by installing an interface
unit which linked the computer to a GAM Digital or Trans
mission Densitometer. The programs were stored on punched
cards. If you wanted to calculate exposure and develop
ment for a mask, you simply inserted the proper card and
pushed a button. The computer would also tell you how
much exposure change is needed to compensate for declining
chemistry .
5
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Gilbert Color was probably the first to combine
the cameras, enlargers, and processors with the computer.
Started in 1968, Gilbert Color in Hudson, New Hampshire,
began a program that by 1972 would cost them two million
dollars in research and development.
In a New England Printer and Lithographer article,
Gilbert Color made these comments:
Gilbert Color Systems utilizes the basic silver
masking technique to produce separations photo
graphically. Key relationships have been defined
for the four basic steps proceeding from silver
masks, to continuous tone separation negatives,
to halftone positives and finally to halftone
negatives. This basic pattern has been flow-
charted with all controlling variables put into
formula or symbolic forms so they could be quan
tified for use in a digital computer. These
descriptions mathematically define the relation
ship of such things as the characteristics of the
transparencies or reflection copy to be separated,
operations performed in the process, values of the
completed color separations and final printing
specifications.6
Another mini computer is the PERI H-T-S Digital
Computer System designed to calculate main, bump, and
flash exposures for optimum halftone
positives.7 The
system is made up of a cassette tape reader and a mini
computer with paper tape printout.
Glenn Davidson, PERI Research Supervisor, said
that the equations and curves found in the cassette pro
grams are based on these six points:
(1) if a process is consistent and factors affect
ing it are controlled, the results are reproducible. It
follows that if changes in the process variables can be
15
controlled in a reproducible manner, the results should
be predictable
(2) in photographic processes, the input to an
operation and the results can be compared by means of curves
or graphs. Such curves might, for example, illustrate
the relation between input density and resulting density
of halftone negative or positive
(3) if a curve can be drawn to illustrate the
relationships between elements in a process, then it should
also be possible to write a mathematical equation for the
curve
(4) with such a curve in hand, it should be possible
to devise either an analog or a digital program for use
in manipulating the process represented by the curve
(5) practical experience has led to the conclusion
that the most severe problems in color reproduction in
printing are related to tone reproduction and gray balance.
If the separations are properly gray-balanced, minor
variations in inking during the pressrun will have minimum
effect on the printed result
(6) the characteristics of human vision the response
of the eye and brain to tonal differences can be applied
to determination of ideal tone reproduction for a print
ing process.
8
The VSC System is still another mini computer
exposure calculator. The VSC System was devised to
16
standardize the reproduction process and is primarily based
on the Agfa-Gevaert Gevarex System. One feature of the
system different from others is that punch tapes are used
to execute exposures on the various cameras and enlargers.9
Spectronics, Inc., in Atlanta, Georgia, has their
system which includes the Hewlett-Packard Calculator with
a tape cassette memory and a printer capable of plotting
curves. On-line with the system is the GAM TD-102
densitometer .
In the article in Package Printing and Diecutting,
October 1976, the author discussed how programs are spe
cialized for darkroom conditions:
Prior to evaluating the curves, the calculator
ascertains all relevant information about the film
tested, for example, emulsion number, reciprocity
factor, ND-filter factors, on which frame the film
was tested, and which code number (1-5) will be
assigned to the film. The storage address for the
film data is developed by the calculator using the
film code number and printing frame number. The
data is easily accessible later during exposure
calculations, by entering the same two numbers.
The statistical program then evaluates the
characteristic curves and compensates for any
incorrect deviation of densities. From the entered
data, the accuracy of which is limited due to
material and equipment tolerances, the calculator
creates a set of statistical data which represents
with a high level of probability the characteristics
of the interrelationship of the film-copy-equipment
-developer-densitometer system.
1
The Kodak Data Center, Q-700, is the newest dark
room computer application on the market. The Q-700
incorporates the Texas Instrument TI-59 Programmable Cal
culator, Texas Instrument PC-100C Printer, and software
17
logic developed by Kodak, Texas Instrument, and H. Brent
Archer of Rochester Institute of Technology.
The Q-700 performs exposure calculations for half
tone negatives using three aim points: highlight, midtone,
and shadow. Other program functions performed are: camera
and density exposure adjustments, filter selections, dot
area/density conversions and chemistry mixing measurements.
All these functions have been reduced to mathematical
models, some more complicated than others. The halftone
calculation, for example, requires approximately eight
hundred internal computations.11 It is conceivable that
this mini computer hardware will be used in conjunction
with future software programs for color masking and color
separation processes.
All these systems have one thing in common. They
are all computers and because they are, they must be pro
grammed. Aside from input and output statements, the core
of the programs is usually an equation or equations. These
equations are models representing the interaction of vari
ables within a given darkroom. Through the marvel of the
computer, skills of the programmer, and brainchilds of the
researchers, we can predict our darkroom's end product.
There may be systems that do as much or more than
these mentioned here. What makes one system better than
another is what is on the inside: software. Software is
the set of programs which makes each system work. One
expression you might have heard is "garbage in, garbage
18
out." To put it another way, the system is no better than
the programs and the programs are no better than the data
that went into making them.
Summary of Literature Review
Two topics, contours and exposure control, which
initially may have appeared to have little in common, now
share a title, that of mathematical model. The computer
uses the mathematical model to predict the Response y when
given values of x. The mathematical model can also be
used to calculate points on a contour map for equal values
of y.
In both cases, the equations are derived through
statistical analysis of data. That data is collected
directly from the process the equation is intended to
model .
19
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER I
lJ. Stuart Hunter, "Determination of Optimum
Operating Conditions by Experimental Methods, Part II-
2, Models and Methods," Industrial Quality Control, January
1959, p. 6.36; February 1959, p. 6.40.
2Ibid.
3J. Stuart Hunter, "Determination of Optimum
Operating Conditions by Experimental Methods, Part II-
3, Models and Methods," Industrial Quality Control,
February 1959, p. 6.40.
''Albert D. Rickmers and Hollis N. Todd, Statistics
An Introduction, McGraw Hill, Inc., New York, 1967, p. 239.
5GAM, sales publication. (Mimeographed.)
5 "Gilbert Color Says 'Can Do'," New England Printer
and Lithographer, Vol. 35, No. 5, May 19 72, p. 26.
7PERI Staff, "PERI H-T-S Photographic Control
System Is Computerized, " The Photoplatemakers Bulletin,
April 1975, p. 2.
8 lb id., p. 3.
9 "The VSC System," AGFA-GEVAERT , p. 22.
1 "Computerized Production Control in Gravure
Phot Prep," Package Printing and Diecutting, October 1976,
p. 34.
11 "Kodak Introduces 'Data Center' for Simplified
Quality Control
Calculations," Graphic Arts Monthly, Vol. 52,
No. 1, January 198 0, pp. 8 6-88,
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CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Masking
Masking is the first step in both the direct screen
and indirect separation processes. The film mask has three
purposes: (1) tone compression, (2) color correction for
ink deficiencies, and (3) image enhancement and detail.1
In this research masks are prepared for the indirect pro
cess; however, methods discussed here can also be applied
to direct screen mask preparation. The two systems are
illustrated in figure 3.
Screen Separation
Negatives Printing Plates
Original
Separation Screen Screen Printing
Masks Negatives Positives Negatives Plates
cyan | | j cyan [~-*-| cyan j | cyan | - 1 cyan |
|magenta]- - * |magenta j
| yilow | |'| yellow \--~\ yellow | [ ytlow | [yellow |
^ b'c* |H| black |-H btac>.~| | black | | black [
^Filters ^Screen
Figure 3. Separation Processes
Top: Direct Screen Color Separation System
Bottom: Indirect Color Separation System
SOURCE: Miles Southworth, Color Separation Techniques,
2nd ed., Graphic Arts Publishing, Livonia, NY, 1979,
p. 17.
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A special low contrast panchromatic film is used
for masking applications. Development of the film is done
with a continuous tone developer. Film exposure for trans
parencies can be done one of three ways, either by exposure
on a camera, enlarger, or in a contact frame using a point
source lamp. The latter method, contacting, will be used
in this research.
Mask control is achieved through the use of control
points. The most common system is Kodak's three -aim-point
control . Figure 4 illustrates the components of the Kodak
control guide.
Figure 4. Kodak's Three-Point
Transparency Guide
SOURCE: Kodak, Silver-Masking of Transparencies,
Publication Q-7A, 1967, p. 11.
Two important characteristics of the mask are its
density range and curve shape. The three patches, A, M,
and B, have transmission densities of .40, 1.30, and 2.40,
respectively. The density of these patches represents
three key points within the overall density range of the
transparencies. Exposure of the guide, along with the
transparency, produces specific densities on the processed
masks. Measurement of those resulting patches, with a
transmission densitometer, provides a quantitative
measure for density range and curve shape. These measures
22
are A-B Range and Mask Number. A-B Range is calculated by
subtracting the density of patch B from A (A-B Range =
A - B) . Mask number is calculated by taking the numerical
difference between the M-to-B and the A-to-M density
ranges of the mask (Mask Number = (M - B) - (A - M) . 2
These two calculations combined define the overall con
trast as well as the curve characteristics of the mask.
Calculating exposure and development speed for an
optimum mask is difficult. The desired mask number and
A-B range must be hit simultaneously. To do this, both
exposure and development speed must be set correctly.
The general rule of thumb is to make a change in mask
number, you adjust exposure; and to make a change in A-B
Range, you adjust development speed. If this were one
hundred percent true, mask making would be made easy. The
problem is that adjustments made in exposure or develop
ment affect both. To make things even more difficult, the
amount one affects the other is dependent upon such
factors as film emulsion batch, processing chemistry, and
darkroom variables in general. You may have noticed that
we have referred to development speed rather than time.
We did this to stay congruent with current literature, as
well as the unit of measure used in the testing. Time
of development and speed of development are really saying
the same thing .
Most cameramen over the years have developed,
through trial and error, an intuitive sense that allows
23
them to guess at exposure and development. The only time
they have major difficulty is when a new film batch is
introduced or when the processor is a little out of control
The individual that has the most difficulty is the novice
cameraman and the student, who, from their lack of experi
ence, are confused as to which way to adjust processing
factors.
Sampling Plan
The cameraman who has the natural ability to con
sistently make good masks produced hundreds before he
began to understand the relationship between the variables.
Producing hundreds of samples hardly constitutes a planned
approach. To develop contour maps, it is essential that
the quantity and quality of the sample points be care
fully established.
These three assumptions will aid us in establish
ing our plan for sampling masks: (a) we have two predic
tor variables, exposure and development, (b) we have two
response variables, Mask Number and A-B Range, and (c)
the relationship between the variables is non-linear.
The mathematical model which fits these three
situations is the second-order model. By sampling nine
masks, it will enable us to find the coefficient of the
equation
Y = boXo + blXl + b2X2 +
bllXl2
+
b22X22
+ b12XlX2
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where Y represents the response variable, b specifies
the y-intercept, b^, b2, b,., b,- specifying the curve
of the line. The xq is a
"dummy" variable which always
equates to the value of 1 and x1 and x- represent the
two predictor variables in the equation.
The sampling plan for this model is shown in
figure 5.3 Nine samples are required per model. The
plan in figure 5 also represents the sampling plan used
for this research.
X-
+1
6
-
-l
- >
The dots repre
sent the nine
sample points
necessary to
define the model
and solve for
response y.
X.. and X_ repre
sent the predictor
variable which
will be sampled
at three levels,
-1, 0, +1.
+-1
Xi
Figure 5. Sampling Plan
SOURCE: Albert D. Rickmers and Hollis N. Todd,
Statistics: An Introduction , McGraw-
Hill, Inc., New York, 1967, p. 370.
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Since nine pieces of film would be expensive and
time consuming to process, three exposures will be stepped
off on one piece of film. This reduced the number of
films required to three per color mask. To facilitate
the multiple exposures on a single film, three guides
are stripped into one common carrier sheet (figure 6) .
Opaque overlays are placed on the face of the contact
frame. One overlay is lifted at a time until all three
exposures are made. Exposure adjustment is also simpli
fied by selecting multiples of exposure time; i.e., 6,
Figure 6. Kodak Transparency Guide Stripped
into .70 Density Carrier, 3 to 4
Reduction
SOURCE: Primary
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12, and 18 seconds, or 11, 22, and 33 seconds. This allows
one exposure setting per color mask. Processing of the
masks were done at three processing speeds within a very
short period of time. This minimizes the chance for
error as a result of processor change.
Data Collection
Sample masks were measured on the Greytag Trans
mission Densitometer. Each of 27 total-aim-points were
measured for each color mask. They were recorded and
the A-B Ranges and Mask Numbers calculated.
TABLE 2
DATA TABLE WITH A-B RANGES
AND MASK NUMBERS CALCULATED
YSU.0U) ftRSK DATA TABLE
DEVELOPMENT EXPOSURE
SPEED \Z sec. TIME 2H sec. 3fe sec,
26 in./min. 83 V3 Jl_ ft /-OS _92_ JS_ J5_ l7/* 97_ Jg_ J1_ 78/lZ
22_in./min. **fl St /3 Ol/'Ol ]0&_ T0_ Jf_ 8T/,3 //3_ 79_ Vi_ 81 fy
Jfr_in./min. IN_^!_JJL_ ,7 / <& J2_ *L_ _ **V* HO_ _*V_ YL_ 16 fa
AM B Y/Y * MASK NUMBER
PATCH DENSITY \ AB RANGE
SOURCE: Primary
Data Analysis and Plotting
Two methods of plotting were used in this research,
The first method made use of the equation to determine
where each curve point belonged on the graph. The second
method involved no equation, only some careful but simple
graphing.
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The equations used in the first test were derived
at through the Forward Doolittle method of regression
analysis. Two equations were required, one for each of
the two responses, A-B Range and Mask Number. Each con
tour required that the equation be worked several times
to determine the location of points along the contour.
The total time it took to plot the set of contour maps
was approximately four hours.
Few individuals have the time, or the experience
with statistical mathematics, which would enable them to
plot contours in the method just mentioned. For this
reason, the second method of plotting contours was tested.
Interpolation describes the second method of
contour plotting. Assume we followed our sampling plan
and exposed, developed, measured, and then calculated
the mask number at all nine sample points. Here is how
it works:
a. In this example, we want to plot the response
contour for all values of 10. Figure 7 shows two factors,
exposure and development, with the test results recorded
next to the nine sample points .
b. Reviewing the response values, we find two
points with values of 10, the center and lower left
sample points. If we examine closely the top sample plane,
response values 5, 8, and 12, we can see that the value
of 10 falls someplace between 8 and 12. We could guess
at where the contour of 10 intersects the top plane;
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EXPOSURE
Figure 7a. Initial Contour Plot Showing
Sample Points with Mask Numbers
(Responses) Recorded Above Each
SOURCE: Primary
in this example, we would probably be very close, or we
can prepare a second graph to further define the point of
intersection. Figure 7b depicts in more detail the
relation between exposure and the three response values
in the top plane . This is a simple graph to prepare .
The three points defined by coordinates 5 and 3, 8 and 6,
and 12 and 9 are connected using a French curve. From
this graph we can interpolate the point at which 10
intersects the top plane. The response 10 intersects
at an exposure of 7.5, figure 7c.
These secondary graphs can be used to help inter
polate for the location of any response contour which
intersects the horizontal or vertical planes of our
sample points.
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EXPOSURE
Figure 7b, 7c,
SOURCE: Primary
3 6 9
EXPOSURE
Secondary Graphs Used
to Better Define Contour
Points for Mask Number
(Response) of 10
With the third intersect of response 10 defined,
we can now locate the third point on our original plot,
figure 7d.
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Figure 7d. Three Intersect Points of
Response 10 for Contour Plot
SOURCE: Primary
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Using a French curve the three points are connected.
Figure 7e now shows the contour for all exposure and develop
ment conditions which will yield a response of 10.
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Figure 7e . Completed Contour Plot
for Response y = 10
Testing and Evaluation
Students in the Advanced Color Separation Class
at Rochester Institute of Technology were asked to test
the contour mapping method just described.
Four volunteer students were given two hours of
instruction. During those hours, they were shown the method
of sampling, how to record and analyze data, how to plot
and construct contours, and how to use the contour maps
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to calculate optimum exposures and development conditions.
After the instruction, the students, each working
alone, sampled and prepared contour maps for one of the
four process masks: yellow, magenta, cyan, and black.
The following day, each student used his contour
map to calculate the optimum exposure and development
for two target sets of Mask Numbers and A-B Ranges.
Mask evaluation-acceptance criteria used Kodak
tolerances :
Mask Number 0.05
A-B Range 0.05
In dealing with sets of four masks, one mask
should not be 0.0 5 below the aim-point if
another is 0.0 5 above the aim-point. All
four masks should be iwthin 0.0 5 of each
other in both Mask Number and A-B Range .
Masks which meet these tolerances are con
sidered acceptable .
4
The time required to take samples, record, and
plot graphs ranged from 1.5 to 2 hours per student. The
contour plots for the black mask were never completed.
It was discovered too late that one student incorrectly
exposed his sample masks. However, one week later, one
of the students, working alone, prepared a complete set
of contour maps for another darkroom. These contour
maps including the black mask can be found in appendix C
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER II
"Miles Southworth, Color Separation Techniques,
2nd ed. , Graphic Arts Publishing, Livonia, NY, 1979,
p. 27 .
2Kodak, Silver Masking of Transparencies,
Publication Q-7A, 1967, p. 12.
3Albert D. Rickmers and Hollis N. Todd, Statis
tics: An Introduction, McGraw-Hill, Inc., New York, 1967,
p. 369.
''Kodak, Silver Masking of Transparencies,
Publication Q-7A, 1967, pp. 14-15.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Pre-Testing:
Regression Analysis
Two months before students were asked to test and
evaluate contour mapping, a set of contours were plotted
for the cyan mask. These contours, shown in figure 8,
were plotted using a set of equations, which were arrived
at through regression analysis. Their Anova summaries
and data tables can be found in appendix A. The equations
for the responses are:
2
Y(A-B Range) = 85.4 - 2.3x1 - 10.0x2 - 2.0x1 +
2
3.0(x ) + .5x;.x2
Y(Mask Number) = 27.0 + 6.0x1 - 3.6x2 - l^x-j^ -
2
1.2x_ + 1.7x.x~
Using the contour plots in figure 8, five masks
were produced. Those results are shown in table 3. The
acceptability categories poor, fair, and good are based
on Kodak tolerances. Poor indicates that a mask falls out
side the 0.05 tolerance. Fair indicates that a mask is
within tolerance 0.05; however, when evaluated as part
of a set of masks, it is likely that one mask will fall
outside the set tolerance of 0.025. Good indicates
TABLE 3
TEST RESULTS USING CONTOUR PLOTS
ARRIVED AT THROUGH REGRESSION ANALYSIS,
CYAN MASK ONLY
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Cyan Mask
Target
Result
Mask Number .25 .15 .15 .25 .25
A-B Range .92 .90 .85 .90 .90
Exposure Time 17 11 12 17 15
Development Speed 15 15 18 16 14
Mask Number .31 .25 .18 .29 .28
A-B Ranae .93 .97 .92 .93 .90
Variance Mask Number
A-B Range
Acceptability
+.06 +.10 +.03 +.04 +.03
+.01 +.07 +.07 +.03 0
*Poor *Poor *Poor Fair +Good
SOURCE: Primary
* At the time of this initial test, early morning,
processor activity was noted to be significantly
lower than conditions which existed at the time
of data collection for regression analysis.
Mask 4 was made approximately one hour later when
activity level was normal.
+ Even after processor activity reached normal , Mask
4's results were acceptable but still to the high
side, as were samples 1, 2, and 3. Using the con
tour plots as a guide, it was determined that a
reduction of 2 seconds in exposure and 2 in. per
minute in development speed would yield a result
closer to our targeted mask number and range.
Mask 5 was the result of that adjustment, see
Appendix D for a more detailed explanation of the
adjustment calculation.
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Figure 8. Contours for Cyan Mask
SOURCE: Primary
a mask which falls within a tolerance of 0.03. A set
of four masks, each categorized as good, would rarely
need to be remade . .
These early test results, though they did not
accurately pinpoint the targeted values, did provide a
very useful roadmap for making inference on exposure and
development adjustment. The time required to produce the
nine sample masks, perform the regression analysis, and
develop the contours was approximately ten hours. Con
ceivably, this time could have been reduced to five hours
or less with practice. Still, this was too much time and
too complex a task for any practical application. It was
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TABLE 4
DARK ROOM CONDITIONS
DARK ROOM ID I -Front DATE OF TEST 8-4-74
FILM TYPE Kodak Pan Masking Film 4570 BATCH 4570-22-5-07-05
PROCESSOR ACTIVITY LEVEL 107-30 TIME 1 p.m.
FILTER PACK
85B 8IEF DIFF .6 0ND
COLOR MASK
CYAN
MAGENTA
YELLOW
BLACK
CONTACT FRAME Standard non-vacuum print frame
COMMENTS: Point Source Lamp
TAP SETTING
2
33 8IEF DIFF
58 DIFF
90 90
Layer Sequence: Transparency, Diffusion Sheet, Mask Film
Densitometer: GRETAG D-3
SOURCE: Primary
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this understanding which promoted the more simplistic
approach to contour plotting.
Testing by Students
Four students evaluated contour mapping using the
plotting procedures previously outlined. All students
had made masks earlier in their classwork, so were
familiar with darkroom procedures. None of the students
had darkroom experience prior to taking the summer
classes.
One darkroom was set aside for their use. Dark
room and processing conditions used at the time of test
ing are shown in table 4 .
Each student, using only three pieces of film,
collected data at the nine sample points, three levels
of two factors. The levels, selected by the students,
were based on a range which would allow them the best
opportunity for having the A-B Range of 90 and Mask
Number of 20 fall within the sample boundaries.
Table 5 shows data collected at all levels of
response for each mask data set.
TABLE 5
MASK DATA TABLE
DEVELOPMENT Q
EXPOSURE CYW ***
SPEED
t sec. TIME * sec. t. I sec.
Z2_in./min. 33_ _JH1_ _T_ 8I A.tt _55_ 3S Jl_ a8/.0W Vk JsQ. _^_ */.V7
lfe_in./min. 10b
_*S_
JO. *<A<* U&. -02- J_ U0Vn h*L &L 33- l'*/ ZZ
lOin./min. I*L JTL_ J_ M7/'<" 1*> -31 JL "Vv. i liM U1/21
A m B Y/Y - MASK NUMBER
PATCH DENSITY t AB RANGE
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TABLE 5-Continued
DEVELOPMENT
SPEED <* sec.
EXPOSURE
TIME <fe sec. Z.T sec .
"2.1. in. /min. .*\* 4ft .\0 ***! \.0H . .15 -H/.01 IAO .13 .20 ',0/.\u
\{g in. /min. \.\o .fcO .13 *%. l.ll .18 .20 l-ol/.is \.Z1 .& .Zfc '-W/.Zl
lOin. /min. \33 .15 .O !-'</oo I-M1 .IS .2 fa 1.2V.IS \*H t.Ofe *W l4H/.ZH
AM B
PATCH DENSITY
Y/Y +
t
MASK NUMBER
AB RANGE
DEVELOPMENT
SPEED
EXPOSURE
TIME 18
vellovw mwsK
21 sec.
21in./min. Jj^ _jOS. .*H/,\2 ^02 &*_ Jl_ * /^ LS _^1 _J4_ ^/.H
Jfcin./min. ^08 JM. -JL_ ^ /-. JA8 Jl_ J_ UAl W JVL_ ''^/lo
10 in. /min. \.3p .11 .>S ^/-.ol
_L^L _^0_ _*3_
*
/,-j KOI _/30_ w,/x
A M B
PATCH DENSITY
Y/Y * MASK NUMBER
t AB RANGE
DEVELOPMENT
SPEED
X*l.in. /min.
Mo in. /min.
^in. /min.
\(o
EXPOSURE
TIME 32.
:<
A M B
PATCH DENSITY
Y/Y * MASK NUMBER
I AB RANGE
M & sec.
/
/
/
SOURCE: Primary
Contours plotted from the data collected are
shown in figures 9, 10, and 11. Reduced photocopies of
the
students' actual work can be found in appendix B.
Contours for the black mask were never completed due to
errors made in exposure step off.
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Figure 9. Students' Contour Plots for Cyan Mask
SOURCE: Primary
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Students' Contour Plots for Magenta Mask
SOURCE: Primary
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Figure 11. Students' Contour Plots for Yellow Mask
SOURCE: Primary
Utilizing the plots in figures 9-11, exposures and
developments were calculated for two sets of mask numbers
and A-B Ranges. Using these values the students produced
their first set of masks. Results are shown in table 6.
After reviewing the results of the first mask, the stu
dents, using their plots, made adjustments to exposure
and development. They then attempted a second mask,
shooting for the original target Mask
Number and A-B Range,
Upon completion of the second attempt, new target values
were assigned. All results are shown in table 6.
The results achieved by the students were out
standing. Every mask for both sets of target values fell
well within acceptable tolerances
for a quality mask.
TABLE 6
STUDENTS' TEST RESULTS
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First Set
Cyan Magenta Yellow Black
Target Mask Number
A-B Range
Exposure Time
Development Speed
Result Mask Number
A-B Range
Variance Mask Number*
A-B Range
Acceptability
.15
.90
.15
.90
.10
1.00
25.0
22.0
.13
.93
25.5
22.0
.16
.92
16.5
16.5
.70
1.01
NOT
TESTED
-.02
+ .03
+ .01
+ .02
-
.03
+ .01
Good Good Good
*Variance is defined as the difference between target and actual
Second Set
Target Mask Number
A-B Range
.15
.90
.15
.90
.10
1.00
Exposure Time
Development
26.5
23.5
25.0
23.0
19.0
16.0
Result Mask Number
A-B Range
.14
.90
.17
.89
.10
1.02
Variance Mask Number -.01 + .02 .00
A-B Range .00 -.01 + .02
Acceptability Good Good Good
Third Set
Target Mask Number
A-B Range
.10
1.00
.10
1.00
.15
1.05
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TABLE 6 -Continued
STUDENTS' TEST RESULTS
Third Set-Continued
Cyan Magenta Yellow Black
Exposure Time 20.5 17.0 23.0
Development 20.0 13.5 15.0
Result Mask Number .09 .08 .18
A-B Range .99 .98 1.02
Variance Mask Number -.01 -.02 + .03
A-B Range -.01 -.02 - .03
Acceptability Good Good Good
SOURCE: Primary
NOTE: Exposure and development includes slight
adjustments made after first set. See appendix D for
a more detailed explanation of the adjustment calculation.
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However, more important than the accuracy of the results
was the sense of accomplishment those students felt after
completing what for them was a frustrating task. They had
developed a map which gave them insight into the sensito-
metric relationship which existed between exposure,
development, and the resulting film density.
One of the students, Al (no last name ever recorded),
requested that he be allowed to repeat these procedures
and develop contour plots for all four masks, using the
same film batch, but another darkroom. Darkroom condi
tions, light source, filter packs, etc., were the same.
Reduced photocopies of Al's contour plots can be found
in appendix C. A summary of Al's test results are shown
in table 7 .
TABLE 7
INDIVIDUAL STUDENT'S TEST RESULTS
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Mask
1 2 3 4 5
Color Mask Cyan Magenta Yellow Yellow Yellow
Target Mask Number
A-B Range
Exposure Time
Development Speed
Result Mask Number
A-B Range
Variance Mask No.
A-B Range
Acceptability
.20
.90
.10
.90
.20
.90
.15
.90
.30
.90
31.0
23.0
15.0
19.5
32.5
22.0
26.0
22.0
44.0
19.0
.21
.89
.11
.91
.22
.88
.15
.91
.27
.91
+ .01
-.01
+ .01
+ .01
+ .02
-.02
. 00
+ .01
-.03
+ .01
Good Good Good Good Good
SOURCE: Al (student)
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The students' results supported the hypothesis
that contour plotting of response surfaces, Mask Number,
and A-B Range do provide a method whereby optimum exposure
and development can be calculated for a predetermined set
of target values.
The results of the students were far better than
expected. Looking closer at the statistics of those
results, we find the following:
Variance
from Target
Mask Number
A-B Range
Mean
-0.001
0.001
Standard Deviation
0.019
0.018
Assuming cehtrisity around zero and comparing the
standard deviations against our standards for acceptable
masks, .we can make two general statements.
1. Using these contour plots, the user could
expect 98 percent of all future, masks made to fall within
an overall tolerance of 0.05 on both Mask Number and
A-B Range.
2. Four masks, or 60 percent of all future mask
sets, should fall within the overall
tolerance of 0.025
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for both Mask Number and A-B Range.
Further, for this same point we can statistically
test to determine if the variances or perhaps better termed
differences, targeted versus actual results, are centered
around zero. This is significant if you consider that a
well-aimed and properly sighted rifle will put a scattering
of bullet holes evenly around the bullseye of a target.
In our case here, the student's bullseye was zero difference,
target versus actual. We can test the hypothesis that there
is a significant difference occurring between a mean of
zero and the two sampled population means, A-B Range and
Mask Number. The population mean for the A-B Range is
0.001, for the Mask Numbers is -0.001, and the mean of the
hypothetical population is zero. The t-test is the sta
tistical test used to determine whether our two sample
population means are significantly different than zero.
From the t-test results, as shown in appendix E, we conclude
that the plots are in fact aiming the students at their
targeted values.
Pinpoint accuracy is really of secondary importance
to the method's usefulness as a training or an analytical
trouble-shooting tool. Found written on the backside of
one student's contour plot was this comment:
This charting system easily allows the operator
to get close to the desired mask number and A-B
Range on the first shot, thereby reducing the expense
of remakes.
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Also demonstrated was the ease with which students
and/or novice color separators can comprehend and carry
out the darkroom and plotting procedures. Total time
spent, from initial instruction to completion of plot,
was approximately four hours per student. An estimate
of the time required for one student to produce four
sets of plots, not including instruction, would be about
eight hours. With repeated practice, this could be
reduced to between four and six hours easily.
One application this plotting method would be
ideal for is that of darkroom trouble shooting. To give
an example which actually occurred, students were using
DuPont's masking film and attempting to achieve a Mask
Number of .20 and an A-B Range of .90. After they had
used up the best part of a box of film, we prepared four
sets of plots, one for each mask. Before ever completing
the contour plots, looking only at the responses recorded
next to their sample points, it was apparent that with
the darkroom conditions as they were, they would never
achieve the objective. Seeing the results, the students
chose an alternative set of targets and completed their
projects .
Another trouble-shooting application might be to
test the repeatability of results within a film batch.
A single film batch could be tested over time, storage
temperature, and changes in darkroom conditions, i.e.,
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change in light source, voltage, change in filters, dif
fusion materials, frame glass, developer change, etc.
One test which is interesting is to derive contour
plots from several film batches and note the similarities
and differences. This can also be done with continuous
tone separation films. After a test such as this, you
come away with a greater appreciation for the inventory
dollars tied up, by color separators, inventorying hun
dreds of pounds of a single film batch. If the color
separator were able to make the changeover from an old
to a newer film batch more easily, i.e., less time and
less scrappage , those inventory dollars could be used
someplace where they could yield a better return on invest
ment.
Contour plots are effective as a calculating tool
for exposure and development of color separation masks.
However, their use should not stop here. I believe they
might prove useful in understanding similar exposure and
development relationships which exist for cameraback
masking as well as the production of continuous tone
separations. In fact, contour plots can no doubt find
use anywhere two variables and one or more responses
need to be better understood.
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APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX A
Following is the sampling plan, data table, and
Doolittle Regression Analysis used in the development of
the equations found on page 33.
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Figure Al . Sample Plan for Doolittle Solution
of
22 Factorial with Four Center
Points
SOURCE: Albert D. Rickmers and Hollis N. Todd,
Statistics: An Introduction, McGraw-
Hill, Inc., New York, 1967, p. 372.
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TABLE Al
FORWARD DOOLITTLE SOLUTIONS
FOR FINDING COEFFICIENTS IN REGRESSION MODELS
_
Coefficients for Y (A-B Range)
Design Matrix for 22 Factorial Composite
Four Centerpoints and Added Axial Points
Treatment 2 2
Condition Xl X2 Xl X2 xlx2 y
-/2~,0 0 2 0 0 86
-1,-1 -1 -1 1 1 1 97
-1,+1 -1 + 1 1 1 -1 79
0,-/2 0 0 2 0 108
0,0 0 0 0 0 0 84
0,0 0 0 0 0 0 86
0,0 0 0 0 0 0 86
0,0 0 0 0 0 0 86
0,+/2 0 +/2 0 2 0 75
+1,-1 +1 -1 1 1 -1 91
+1, + 1 +1 + 1 1 1 1 75
+/2,0 +
/2~
0 2 0 0 80
Coefficients for y (Mask Number)
Design Matrix for 2 2 Factorial Composite
Four Centerpoints and Added Axial Points
Treatment 2 2
^
Condition Xl X2 Xl X2 xlx2 y
-/2,0 -/2 0 2 0 0 14
-1,-1 -1 -1 1 1 1 25
-1, + 1 -1 + 1 1 1 -1 12
0,^T 0 -/2 0 2 0 28
0,0 0 0 0 0 0 26
0,0 0 0 0 0 0 28
0,0 0 0 0 0 0 28
0,0 0 0 0 0 0 26
0, +
/2~
0 +
/2"
0 2 0 21
+1,-1 +1 -1 1 1 -1 33
+1,+1 +1 + 1 1 1 1 27
+ /2,0 + /2 0 2 0 0 32
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TABLE A2
FORWARD DOOLITTLE SOLUTION
Y(A-B Range)
X
o Xl X2
2
Xl
2
X2 X1X2 y
X
o
12 0 0 8 8 0 1033.000
xl 8 0 0 0 0
-18.400
X2 8 0 0 0
-80.200
2
Xl 12 4 0
674.000
2
X2 12
0 708.000
X1X2
4 2.000
12 0 0 8- 8 0 1033.000
1 0 0 0.666 0. 666 0 86.080
8 0 0 0 0 -18.400
1 0 0 0 0 -2.275
8 0 0 0 -80.200
1 0 0 0 -10.025
6.670 -1..330 0 -13.978
1.000 -0.
5.
1,
.200
.600
.000
0
0
0
4
1
-2.095
17.25
3.077
2.000
0.500
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TABLE A2 -Continued
FORWARD DOOLITTLE SOLUTION
(Mask Number)
X
o Xl X2 V
i 2
X2 X1X2 y
X
o
12 0 0 8 8 0 300.00
xl 8 0 0 0 0 48.20
X2 8 0 0 0 -28.80
2
Xl 12 4 0 189.00
2
X2 12 0 195.00
X1X2 4 7.00
12 0 0 8 8 0 300.000
1 0 0 0. 666 0.,666 0 25.000
8 0 0 0 0 48.200
1 0 0 0 0 6.025
8 0 0 0 -28.800
1 0 0 0 -3.600
6. 670 -1. 330 0 -10.800
1 -0.
5.
1.
200
600
000
0
0
0
4
1
-1.620
-6.960
-1.240
7.000
1.750
54
Source
Crude SS
Due to b
o
Due to b-L
Due to b.
Due to b
Due to b
Due to b
11
22
33
TABLE A3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE
Y(A-B Range)
Sum of Squares
89 ,885,.00
88 ,920,.64
41,.86
804,.00
29,.28
53,.01
1,.00
35,.83
35,.35
0,.50
ms
12
1
1 41.86*
1 804.00*
1 29.28*
1 53.01*
1 1.00
6
3
3
11.78
.17
Residual
Lack of Fit
Error
y (Mask Number)
Source Sum of Squares ms
Crude SS
Due to b
Due to b.
Due to b.
Due to b
Due to b
Due to b
11
22
33
952
500
290.4
103.68
17.48
8.65
12.25
12
1
1
1
1
1
1
290.4*
103.68*
17.48*
8.65
12.25
Residual
Lack of Fit
Error
20.00
16.00
4.00
6
3
3
5.33
1.33
*Signif icant Fl, 3, 0.05 = 10.1
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TABLE A3-Continued
b12 = .43
b22 = 3.0
bll = " 2'03
b2 = -10.02
b1 = - 2.275
bQ = 85.43
y = 85.4 - 2.3x1 - 10.02x2 -
2.0x12
+
3.0x22
+
.5x;[x2
b12 = 1.75
b22 = - 1.24
bn = - 1.87
b2 = - 3.6
b = 6.025
bQ = 27.0
2 2
y = 27 + 6.02X,
- 3.6x2 - 1.9x1 - 1 . 2x2 + 1.7x1x2
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APPENDIX B
Shown in this appendix are photocopies of the actual contour
plot as prepared by the five students.
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Figure Bl. Contour Plots for Cyan Mask
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Figure B2. Contour Plots for Magenta Mask
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Figure B3. Contour Plots for Yellow Mask
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Figure B4 . Contour Plots for the Black Mask
Were Never Completed
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APPENDIX C
Shown here are photocopies of plots prepared by one student
in conducting his own evaluation of the plotting method.
Shown following the plots of the cyan mask are his three
secondary graphs used to interpolate for the points at
which contours intersect the sampling planes.
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Figure CI. Al's Contour Plot for Cyan Mask
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Figure C2 . Secondary Graph Exposure vs Mask Number
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Figure C4 . Secondary Graph Development vs AB Range
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Figure C5. Al's Contour Plot for Magenta Mask
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Figure C6 . Al's Contour Plots for Yellow Mask
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Figure C7. Al's Contour Plots for Black Mask
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APPENDIX D
As discussed on pages 34 and 42, minor change in mask
processing conditions will yield results different from those
predicted using the contour plots as a guide. To compensate
for these differences we assumed that these changes only
effect the horizontal and vertical positions of the curves
on the coordinator. The students, aware of the need for
these adjustments, made minor changes to development speed
and exposure time when making their calculations.
For example, on our first mask of the day we might
aim for an A-B Range of 100 and a mask number of 10 . Using
the contour plots shown below, we would calculate an
exposure of 14 seconds and a development speed of 16 in/min.
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After processing the mask, we measure a Mask Number of 12
and an A-B Range of 98. The "X" on the plot indicates the
coordinator which we would have expected to yield these
responses. The difference between the initial calculated
coordinator and the actual result coordinator is our adjust
ment. In this case, we would decrease exposure by 1 and
development by 1. Shooting for the same targets again, we
would expose for 13 seconds and a development speed of 15
in /min.
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The hypotheses shown below states the two conditions
which can exist. Either our population of differences,
target aim points vs. actuals, have a mean of zero or they
have a mean of something other than zero.
Hypothesis:
H~: 6 = 6_= 0
o o
H... 6/0
Test Statistic:
t = Student's
"t"
value
v = degrees of freedom; v = n - 1
S_ = standard deviationd
d = mean of differences
oo = significant level or risk
A-B Range :
N = 14
Sd _ 0.018 tv
= 0.001/ (0.018/ v_4)
d = 0.001 = -20
oo = 0.10
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Mask Number;
N = 14
Sd =0.019 tv
-
-0.001/(0. 019//14)
d = -0.001 = 0.18
= 0.10
The critical value for v = 14, oo = 0.10 is 1.7613 (as found
in table of Student's t distribution).
Since the t values for both A-B Range and Mask
Number are within the critical value, we can reject the
Null Hypotheses; H, : 6^0. From this we conclude that
both have a mean of zero, target versus actual.
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